Monte
ry, the capital of the northeastern Mexican state of Nuevo León, has historically been considered an industrial city. In the last few years, a major shift has begun to propel the region beyond the confines of physical industrialization and transform it into a knowledge city. In addition to the investments to support new Mexican startups, Information Technology (IT) companies from India are locating subsidiaries in Monterrey.

In 2006, Sasken, a software development company specializing in telecommunications, was the first Indian company to reach Mexico through its customer Texas Instruments. After that, Aricent, Infosys and Wipro opened new operation centers in the city and are all planning to expand their infrastructure thanks to steady business growth (see Table 1). Those firms have been followed by others such as MindTree, which launched operations in Monterrey in November of 2008. This article presents the reasons why Monterrey has been attracting Indian IT companies and what it might mean for other regions who aspire to become technology centers.

Knowledge-based Development Strategy

Industrialization in Monterrey was launched in the mid-19th century by the steel company Fundidora de Fierro y Acero Monterrey, which accelerated the emergence of some of Mexico’s strongest companies, such as Vitro, ALFA, GRUMA, Cemex and FEMSA. Today, a new economic revolution is underway: in 2004 the State of Nuevo León decided to help give a new strategic business direction to the region by promoting Monterrey as an international knowledge city. One of its core objectives is to position the State of Nuevo León, and in particular its capital city, Monterrey, as the main Latin American IT supplier for the United States of America and Canada. It is a vision that will transform Monterrey from an industrial center to a knowledge and cultural hub. Monterrey’s reputation across Mexico is of an entrepreneurial and international city, so the transformation toward a knowledge hub is congruent with the values and aspirations of its people.¹

The landing of Indian IT companies is a strong indicator of the value Monterrey represents for technology investment. Indeed, these enterprises have various interests in setting up new centers in Nuevo León’s capital. Their short-term objective is to provide quality services at lower prices to their clients in the USA and Canada.² However, their long-term strategy includes supplying demand for software in emerging Mexican and Latin...
American markets. Indian companies believe that Monterrey has strategic geographic advantages to access both of these markets.

Northward, Monterrey shares the same time zones with the central United States and is within 5-6 hours flying distance from most anywhere in the US, which is a significant change for companies from India. Monterrey “is a strategic nearshore location that provides more options to our many North American customers to serve their unique sourcing requirements,” says Scott Staples, president and co-CEO of MindTree IT Services.

However, the proximity of Monterrey to the U.S. border is not the only reason why Indian companies favor Monterrey. Murthy Rajashekar, Group Head of Wipro Monterrey, emphasized the fact that Monterrey’s “good infrastructure, quality of life, and the presence of competent talent” were all taken into consideration when deciding on a city in which to locate their operations.
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Indian IT companies in Monterrey have high expectations for rapid returns on their investments and are relying heavily on Monterrey’s reputation as a hotbed of engineering talent. Major universities, including private Tecnológico de Monterrey (ITESM) and the University of Monterrey (UDEM) and the public Autonomous University of Nuevo León (UANL), among other higher education institutions in the city, graduate certified engineers into the local economy. “Monterrey is known for its highly qualified, educated work force and is a recognized center for software development,” said the Governor of the State of Nuevo León, Dr. José Natividad González Parás.

Nevertheless, even if Indian companies recognize the quality of the Mexican engineering talent they hire, the quantity of those engineers remains a concern. For instance, Wipro is employing Mexican staff for its financial and administrative departments, but their top executives and most of their technical engineers are from India.

Partially in response to this need for human capital in the software industry, in 2004 Monterrey developed the Council for the Development of the Software Industry in Nuevo León. Its mission is to increase the competitiveness of this sector by turning it into one of the main components of economic growth in the region. The Council is composed of representatives of the Federal and State governments, the major local academic institutions, and more than 100 companies and software associations in Nuevo León.

One strategic objective of this council is to develop a deeper pool of software engineering talent in the region. As shown in Figure 1, early results are promising: there was a 19 percent increase in college-level students pursuing IT careers between 2005 and 2006,
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In 2002 the Mexican Ministry of the Economy launched its innovative Program for the Development of the Software Industry (PROSOFT). To take advantage of PROSOFT, the state government of Nuevo León, the Monterrey International City of Knowledge Program (MICK), and the Software Council of Nuevo León forged an innovative partnership. Increased investments in the software industry in the region amounted to 52 million pesos in 2004; 101 million pesos in 2005; and 173 million pesos in 2006 (around $17 million USD) (see Table 2).7

One of the key strategies of Monterrey’s International City of Knowledge initiative was the creation of the Research and Technology Innovation Park (PIIT), which opened in 2008.8 The park is the first of its kind in Latin America. Comprised of research centers, universities and companies from diverse industries, PIIT’s mission is to promote technological research and technology transfer in the academic and business sectors and help develop the intellectual capital of Nuevo León. PIIT’s main objectives are to:

- link research and innovation in the academic sector
- facilitate technology transfer in Nuevo León
- attract technology-based international businesses
- create high-value jobs for Nuevo León
- incubate businesses that focus on new technologies
- promote economic development through the commercialization of new technologies.

Infosys will move into a PIIT facility in the next few months, when it will move 5,000 employees into a brand new building. González Parás, governor of the State of Nuevo León, expressed his satisfaction at having attracted Infosys to the PIIT. According to him, the executives of Infosys understand the advantages offered by a software cluster, academic programs for developing intellectual capital in knowledge areas, and the financial benefits of programs such as PROSOFT and the Software Council.9

Business, Academia, and Government Partnership

The need for human capital among Indian firms and the aspiration of Monterrey to become the Mexican “Silicon Valley” naturally led to cooperation among the State of Nuevo León, local universities, and Indian corporations.10 “Mexico has excellent infrastructure and its advanced technical education system, supported by Nuevo León's government, provides a favorable climate for an industry-academia partnership,” said Rajiv Mody, chairman and CEO of Sasken.11

A committee of representatives from corporations, educational institutions, and government representatives of northern Mexico visited Bangalore, India, in January 2008. During the visit, the delegation met with executives from about sixteen industry-leading companies representing the information, technology, and biotechnology sectors. Pawan Kumar, the IT guru who established the first IT company in India, received the delegation from Monterrey in Bangalore and said he was impressed to see representatives from government, academia and industry visiting India together.12

This partnership is essential for the success of the knowledge-based development strategy. There needs to be recognition of the importance of quality education that responds to the needs of the IT industry with the support from government as facilitator rather than controller.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>PROSOFT Investment* (millions of pesos)</th>
<th>Companies Benefited</th>
<th>Jobs Improved</th>
<th>Jobs Created</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>1,267</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Combined resources from federal government, state government, and industry

Source: Dirección de Fomento a las Empresas de la Nueva Economía de la Secretaría de Desarrollo Económico
...the partnerships being forged around Indian landing companies in the IT sector may establish the solid ground on which Monterrey can develop its own world-class IT industry...

The challenge that Mexico faces, according to Kumar, is to offer high quality IT services at low cost. Right now India is the only provider in the world that can do this. Another model is providing high quality at high cost, as in the U.S. And of course, there are many emerging economies where lower cost comes with lower quality. With some notable exceptions, this is the stage in which Mexico currently finds itself. But the partnerships being forged around Indian landing companies in the IT sector may establish the solid ground on which Monterrey can develop its own world-class IT industry and forge a new economic identity as a knowledge city.

Dr. Rafael Rangel Sostmann, Rector of the Tecnológico de Monterrey (ITESM), the largest private university in Mexico, emphasized the importance of learning from India’s experience in entering the global IT playing field. Kumar, the pioneer of IT in India, mentioned that in his country there was resistance from local industry when the government removed entry protection barriers, and bigger companies did not help smaller ones. This has become a concern for Mexican business people, as well. Blanca Treviño, president of the Mexican company Softek, commented that “to compete with big companies is very difficult. I have no doubt that Mexico will be a great [IT] player, but we need to recognize that there will be an impact [on local firms] and we need to be prepared … if the big Indian companies didn’t support the smaller firms in their own country, how can we expect that they will be our allies?”

But attracting Indian companies to Monterrey remains an important part of the larger vision of Monterrey as an international knowledge city. It has clear economic implications: there is evidence that investment in R&D increases regional per capita GDP. Fundamentally, a knowledge city involves a new mindset and a new culture oriented to innovation. A knowledge city requires diversity and collaboration and the evolution of existing business models to break away from an exclusive focus on competition to create thriving business ecosystems.

During the trip to Bangalore, Rangel Sostmann emphasized the Tecnológico de Monterrey’s “Soft Landing” program offered to Indian companies. “[International] companies many times decide not to come [to Mexico] because they don’t know how to arrive.” For example, the Soft Landing program of the Tecnológico de Monterrey provides office space for Wipro in its “Pavellón Tec” (an off-campus building belonging to the university), helps Wipro and other companies locate software engineers and managers, and helps firms navigate Nuevo León’s state government procedures. The Soft Landing program also includes assistance with housing for Indian executives and managers new to Monterrey and provides information needed to minimize culture shock. In the final analysis, the program helps integrate university and enterprise interests by evaluating the adequacy of academic programs for business engineering needs and facilitating the rapid incorporation of engineering graduates into the industry upon graduation.

The close cooperation between Indian companies and institutions of higher education in Monterrey extends to joint curriculum development. In 2008, UANL and ITESM launched a program to identify and re-train individuals who prepared for computer science careers in the past but were unable to find employment, and engineers from other subfields who wish to enter into the field of information technology. Aricent has created a development and testing center at UANL to leverage skilled resources in Mexico – and to increase the adoption of their cutting edge communications software solutions in the Americas. “Our extensive pool of talent will ensure the best possible return on Aricent’s investment in UANL through the development of course curricula and certification exams that drive home that knowledge. By offering course curricula through Aricent, UANL is making it more convenient for students to establish themselves as experts in communication software development and testing technologies,” said Jose Antonio Gonzalez Treviño, President of UANL.

This type of program had already been tested in other countries by Indian corporations. Infosys, for instance, developed “Campus Connect” as “a forum where some of the best practices at Infosys can be shared with colleges. Campus Connect also looks at aligning the needs of colleges, its faculty and students, with those of the IT industry.” Its collaboration with Asian universities prepares students for Infosys’ specific industry needs and improves Infosys’ internal training. Moreover, such collaborative agreements promote Infosys as a potential future employer for the student engineering community.

The Infosys Campus Connect program will soon be rolled out in Monterrey with the
Tecnológico de Monterrey, and after that with other universities in the city. “We believe the Tecnológico de Monterrey will be one of the main sources for recruiting talent into our company,” said Sam Prasanth, Head of IT Delivery at Infosys, México.19

Conclusion

Indian IT companies are perceiving tangible benefits from establishing operations in Monterrey, Mexico. The connections Indian landing companies have made with Mexican universities, the “Soft Landing” program, the efforts made by the State of Nuevo León to improve the attractiveness of the city for software firms, and the natural geographical advantage of being in close proximity to North and South American markets will undoubtedly attract more Indian companies to Monterrey in the years to come.

As Governor González Parás put it, “the combination of human and intellectual capital, a nurturing business community and entrepreneurial spirit found in Monterrey positions the state of Nuevo León for amazing IT service growth.” The fact that Monterrey, Mexico, has been designated the site of the International City of Knowledge Program (MICK) provides an auspicious context for foreign investment in such burgeoning areas as the IT industry. “The world continues to flatten, unlocking Mexico’s potential as a major business center and solidifying its role as a strategic location for technology innovators,” said Mexican Secretary of the Economy, Dr. Eduardo Sojo.20

The phenomenon of Indian IT companies establishing operations in Monterrey is a promising indicator of the trend toward the internationalization of the IT sector in Mexico. In today’s changing world, knowledge, and the processes to generate and manage it, have become key factors in creating competitive business advantage. The challenges facing such globalizing programs as MICK call for an expanded research agenda in the field of knowledge management.21 In this context, Monterrey is positioning itself both as a creator and attractor of talent, and the proliferation of IT businesses will bring new economic, social and cultural benefits, much as in the case of Silicon Valley in California. Nevertheless, the path forward presents challenges and opportunities to both Indian and Mexican companies if this economic sector in Mexico is to achieve world-class status.
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